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-- SUMMARY VOLUME

This volume contains the summary of a study entitled "Socio-

[ economic Impact Assessment: Communications Industry". The purpose

of the study was to identify and assess the impacts of new communi-

cations technology on the aviation industry during the 1990 to

2020 time frame. The study includes four major phases.' The--s-t

phase describes the aviation communications sysrtem aP& iW2 exiEted

in 979.7 he second phase includes the development of three future

socioeconomic scenarios as well as forecasts of relevant aviation

activity under each scenario. The third phase of the effort is

the forecast of communications technology. The forecast contains

three major elements: 1) a forecast of communications technology

I without regard for future socioeconomic conditions; 2) a forecast of

technology in the context of future socioeconomic scenario options;

I. and 3) aviation communication system concepts for each socioeconomic

scenario. The fourth phase of the study is the impact assessment.

*The impact assessment identifies and, to the extent possible,

quantifies the likely consequences on future aviation communications.

In the context of this effort the impacts quantified are tne effects

of new technology on agency staffing requirements in the context

of the three socioeconomic soenarios.

This summary volume presents briefly the results of the second,

[third and fourth phases of the study. The detailed aspects of each

phase can be found in the appropriate study volumes. Specific

aspects of each scenario are presented below. The factors presented

Iinclude both economic and aviation activity factors.
ACUMENICS



- SOCIOECONOMIC SCENARIOS

As noted above three socioeconomic scenarios were developed for

the project: balanced growth, rapid growth and stagflation. A

summary of each of the scenarios is presented below.

U 1. Balanced growth

The rate and direction of technology and economic change

I have been explicitly constrained by society. The intent

of regulating the nature and magnitude of technological

4| growth is to minimize the untoward social and economic

[ impacts derived from unconstrained growth. Industrial

productivity increases at a slow but constant rate consis-

tent with national policy. The population remains constant

with the fertility rate being equal to replacement.

I. Population migration results in increased growth in small

" cities, towns and rehabilitated inner cities. A decline

in population occurs in the suburbs of metropolitan

[ areas. The traditional adversary relationship between

government and industry shifts to a cooperative arrange-

Iment. Government regulation and economic competition are

combined to attain specified social goals. The market

4 "place evolves into a complex of defined markets, strati-

I, fied by being completely competitive or subject to sig-

nificant regulation.

II
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t [2. Rapid growth
National policy marginally influences the rate and direction

of technological and economic change. In general, government

Sdoes not act to control the rate and direction of social change

The development and diffusion of new technology is limited

only by market forces. Industrial productivity increases

rapidly to keep pace with the demand for intermediate and

[consumer goods. The national population increases with the

fertility rate approaching post-World War II levels, and the

replacement rate remains constant. Population migration is

f" consistent with the patterns apparent during the 1960's -

1970's. That is, there is a net migration to the Southwest

, Ias well as continued suburban development in the East and in

the Lower Great Lakes Region.

3. Stagflation

f Attempts to formulate and implement a national policy for con-

trolled economic and technological growth meet with uniform

[ opposition from industrial interest. As such, the relation-

Lship between industry and government deteriorates. Government

programs result in gerrymander regulations and laws that retard

j economic and technological growth. Industrial productivity

decreases, unemployment increases, and inflation continues to

diminish the currency. The lack of social progress increases

social pressures to effect changes through inreased government

activity is to reverse the deregulation trend initiated in

the 1970's. Previously regulated communications industries

are subject to new regulation in the public interest.

ACUMENICS
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Balanced Growth Scenario

Balanced Growth Economy

p The balance between economic and technological growth and

social needs results in modest economic growth. Industrial pro-

[duction increases at a slow but constant rate, consistent with

q national policy. Throughout the forecast period, GNP rises at an

Iaverage annual rate of 2.8%. GNP expressed in 1972 dollars doubles

in a twenty-four year period from $1740 trillion in 1985 to $3480

trillion by the year 2009. By the year 2020, GNP will increase

f 170% over the 1985 level to $4700 trillion. Disposable personal

income increases at an average annual rate of 3.01% throughout

the forecast period. Expressed in 1972 dollars, disposable personal

income doubles in the first twenty-four year period of the forecast

to $2500 trillion. By the year 2020, disposable personal income

will increase 191% from $1250 trillion in 1985 to $3640 trillion.

Throughout the forecast period, civilian employment experiences a

steady increase at an average annual rate of 1.16%. From 1985 to

4 the year 2020, civilian employment increases 51% from 104.3 million

I workers to 158 million workers. Data for the period 1985 - 2020

for each economic variable are presented in Figure 1.

As indicated previously, disposable personal income, (a mea-

[_ sure of consumer purchasing power) and civilian employment increase

t steadily throughout the forecast period. The increased values of

these economic variables implies that more individuals will become

I
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involved v~ith aviation transportation. This phenomenon will occur

[ because of the increasing number of individuals who will be able

to afford air transporation services.

Aviation Industry

UThroughout the forecast period, the demand for air transpor-

UI tation is evidenced in the size and composition of the general

aviation fleet mix. The total number of aircraft in the general

faviation fleet increases at an average annual rate of 1.3% through-

* out the forecast period. Between 1985 and the year 2020, the

j general aviation fleet increases by 62% from 254,000 to 413,000

aircraft. Private industry's increased demand for heavier more

sophisticated aircraft accounts for the slow but increasing growth

of multiengine aircraft active in the general aviation fleet.

Throughout the forecast period the number of multiengine aircraft

in the general aviation fleet increases at an average annual rate

of 1.6%. Between 1985 and the year 2020, the number of active

* multiengine aircraft in the general aviation fleet increases by

82% from 28,709 to 52,174 multiengine aircraft. The increase in

Lthe number of single-engine aircraft active in the general aviation

fleet is a result of a combination of industrial and public demand

for air transportation. The number of single-engine aircraft,

[used primarily for private and instructional flying, increases at

an average annual rate of 1.2% throughout the forecast period.

I
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Between 1985 and 2020, the number of active single-engine

[ aircraft in the general aviation fleet rises 56% from 202,481 to

315,264 single-engine aircraft. The numbers and types of aircraft

Sprojected to be active in the general aviation fleet mix is shown

in Figure 2 for the three alternative scenarios. The general

aviation fleet mix for the Balanced Growth Scenario is presented

in Figure 3.

The effects of the projected demand levels on air transpor-

t tation is reflected also in FAA workload measures. FAA provides

* the aviation community with several operational services including

the following two activities: air traffic control at FAA towered

airports and traffic surveillance and separation at Air Route

Traffic Control Centers. The need for FAA operational services

will increase as a result of growth in aviation activity. Total

aircraft operations at FAA towered airports are projected to

increase at an average annual rate of 1.9% throughout the forecast

period. Between 1985 and 2020, total aircraft operations at

FAA towered airports increase 101% from 83 million to 166 million

1 aircraft operations. Itinerant aircraft operations rise at an

average annual rate of 1.7% throughout the forecast period. Be-

tween 1985 and the year 2020, itinerant aircraft operations at

FAA towpred airports increase 86% from 55.9 millicn operations to

104.3 million operations. The increase in itinerant operations

reflects both the increases in utilization of general aviation by

business and the increase in demand for air carrier services by

I
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the genertl public. Local aircraft operations increase at an

r average annual rate of 2.3% throughout the forecast period. Between

1985 and the year 2020, local aircraft operations performed at FAA

towered airports increase 131% from 27 million to 62 million. The

increase in local aircraft operations derives from an increase in

rpilot instruction which will in turn create more air traffic after

students become licensed pilots. The complete tabulations for FAA

towered airport workload measures are given in Figure 4. The

fmeasures displayed graphically in Figure 5 are the FAA towered

airport workload measures for the Balanced Growth Scenario.

The growth in the number of aircraft handled by the Air Route

Traffic Control Centers increases at an average annual rate of

1.7% throughout the forecast period. From 1985 to 2020, total

IFR aircraft handled by Air Route Traffic Centers increases 88%

from 36 million to 68 million aircraft. The increases in operations

at Air Route Traffic Control Centers will be a result of increases

in general aviation traffic associated with increases in pilot

4 capabilities and an increased use of larger more sophisticated

aircraft. The complete tabulations of enroute center work measures

are given in Figure 6. The enroute work measures for the Balanced

1 ] Growth Scenario are displaved graphically in Figure 7.
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- Rapid Growth Scenario

Rapid Growth Economy

The result of rapid economic and technological growth is

reflected in the GNP statistics for this scenario. Throughout the

[forecast period, GNP will rise at an average annual rate of 4.2%.

Between 1985 and the year 2020, GNP expressed in 1972 dollars

increases 342% from $1900 trillion to $8400 trillion. The average

annual rate of increase for Disposable Personal Income is approxi-

mately the same as the rate of growth in the GNP for the same

forecast period. However, Disposable Personal Income (also expressed

in 1972 dollars) increases 345% from $1310 trillion in 1985 to

j $5830 trillion in the year 2020. Civilian Employment rises steadily

at an average annual rate of 1% throughout the forecast period.

Between 1985 and the year 2020, the civilian workforce is projected

to increase 55% from 105.7 million workers to 163.9 million workers.

The values of the economic variables for each year in the 1985-2020

period are included in Figure 8.

i

The GNP statistics indicate that industrial production in-

creases constantly throughout the forecast period. An increase in

[industrial activity indicates that there will be a great demand

for general aviation transportation. The GNP measures in this

_ forecast also indicate that substantial levels of capital will

be available to develop technology in the aviation and communica-

I tions industries. The projected annual rate of increase for dis-

I
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posable personal income and civilian employment suggest that an

[increasing amount of individuals will have available the resources

necessary to utilize air transportation.

Aviation Industry

r [The size and composition of the general aviation fleet reflects

society's demand for air transportation. The total general aviation

I fleet rises at an average annual rate of 2.4% throughout the

forecast period. By the year 2020, the total general aviation

fleet rises 144% from 264,975 aircraft to 645,874 aircraft. Through-

[out the forecast period, the number of multiengine aircraft active
in the general aviation fleet increases at an average annual rate

of 2.9%. Between 1985 and the year 2020, the number of multiengine

aircraft active in the general aviation fleet increases 185% from

I 298,456 aircraft to 849,775 aircraft. The increase in multienginer aircraft activity is attributed to the increasing utilization of

general aviation by private industry. Single-engine aircraft active

in the general aviation fleet rises at an average annual rate of

4 2.4%. By the year 2020, active single-engine aircraft in the

I. general aviation fleet increase 137% from 209,826 to 497,668 single-

engine aircraft. The increase in the utilization of single-engine

aircraft reflects an increase in instructional and recreational

I flying. The general aviation fleet mix for the Rapid Growth Scenario

is shown graphically in Figure 9. (The complete tabulation for

the general aviation fleet is shown in Figure 2).

ACUMENICS! I 17
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I

As noted previously in the Balanced Growth Scenario presen-

r tation, an increase in demand for air transportation results in an

increase of FAA operational services. In the Rapid Growth Scenario,

the increasing demand for air transportation further intensifies

the utilization of FAA operational services. Total aircraft opera-

-tions at FAA towered airports is projected to increase at an average

I[ annual rate of 2.3% throughout the forecast period. between 1985

and the year 2020, total aircraft operations at airports with FAA

towers are forecast to increase by 136% from 96 million to 226.3

6 million operations. Itinerant aircraft operations at FAA towered

airports rises at an average annual rate of 2.5%. Between 1985

and the year 2020, itinerant aircraft operations at FAA towered

(1 airports increase 149% from 67.3 million operations to 167.6

million aircraft operations.

The increasing utilization of general aviation services by

i industry and the increasing demand for air carrier services by the

general public wilL account for the increasing itinerant aircraft

operations at FAA towered airports. Throughout the forecast period,

Ilocal aircraft oDerations at FAA towered airports, increases at an

average annual rate of 1.9%. By the year 2020, local aircraft

1 operations will increase 103% beyond the 1985 figure of 28.9 million

to 58.7 million local aircraft operations. The steady increase in

local aircraft operations at FAA towered airports implies that the

number of pilots undergoing flight training will increase throughout
I

I
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the forecast period. The complete tabulations for FAA towered

workload reasures are given in Figure 4. Displayed graphically

in Figure 10, are the FAA towered airport workload measures forr the Rapid Growth Scenario.

The growth in the number of aircraft handled by Air Route

Traffic Control Centers reflects increases in general aviation

F traffic associated with increases in pilots capable of IFR flights.

The number of aircraft handled by Air Route Traffic Control Centers

increases at an average annual rate of 2.6%. Between 1985 and

the year 2020, IFR aircraft handled by Air Route Traffic Control

Centers increases 156% from 43 million to 110.3 million aircraft.

I The complete tabulations of enroute work measures are given in

Figure 6. Displayed graphically in Figure 11 are the enroute

measures for this scenario.

I. Stagflation Scenario

Stagflation Economy

Throughout the forecast period, GNP and Disposable Personal

Income both rise at an average annual rate of 1.5%. Between 1985
4

and the year 2020, GNP expressed in 1972 dollars increases 66% from

$1605.1 trillion to $2662.9 trillion. In the forecast period from

I 1985 to 2020, Disposable Personal Income increases 69% from $1114.6

trillion to $1876.8 trillion. During the forecast period, Civilian

I Employment experiences a low average annual growtn rate of 0.48%.

Between 1985 and the year 2020, Civilian Employment increases only

[
i'I

b 191 from 103.7 million workers to 123 million workers. The

tabulations of the economic variables are given in Tale 6.

2 ACUMENICS
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The Cluggish economic conditions portrayed by the variables

-[ depicted above, portend grave conseqences for the aviation and

communications industries. The slow increases in GNP imply low

business activity in the stagflation economy. Low business activity,

in turn, suggest a decrease in general aviation transportation

demanded by private industry. The minimal increases in GNP also

implY that capital will not be available to advance technology in

the aviation or communications industries. Due to society's negative

attitude towards technological development, economic growth in-

creases at a very low annual rate. The reduced levels of employment

1. coupled with minimal increases in Disposable Personal Income suggest

a low demand for air transportation by the general public.

Aviation Industry

IThe demand for general aviation transportation decreases as a

result of low business production. Evidence of this phenomenon is

shown in the projected number of aircraft active in the general

aviation fleet. The total number of aircraft active in the general

* aviation fleet increases at an average annual rate of 0.44% through-

out the forecast period. Between 1985 and 2020, the total number

of active aircraft in the general aviation fleet increases only

I. 18% from 248,542 to 292,195 aircraft. The demand for multiengine

Laircraft bv business entities accounts for most of the growth of

active aircraft in the general aviation fleet.

I
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Throughout the forecast period, the number of multiengine air-

craft active in the general aviation fleet increases at an average

annual rate of 1.7%. Between 1985 and the year 2020, the number of

multiengine aircraft increases 86% from 254,538 to 472,770 aircraft.

The number of single-engine aircraft active in the general aviation

fleet increases at an average annual rate of 0.4%. By the year

2020, the number of single-engine aircraft active in the general

aviation fleet increases 16% from 197,622 aircraft to 229,459 air-

f craft. The decrease in the utilization of single-engine aircraft

is attributed to the effects of low Civilian Employment levels and

I. low Disposable Personal Income levels. As the consumer's purchasing

power decreases, so will the demand for recreational and instructional

flying performed in single-engine aircraft. The general aviation

fleet mix for the Stagflation Scenario is shown graphically in

Figure 13. (The complete tabulation for the general aviation fleet

is shown in Figure 2).

The decrease in demand for air transportation is reflected in
FAA workload measures. Total aircraft operations at FAA towered

airports increase at an average annual rate of 0.89% throughout

the forecast period. By the year 2020, total air,:raft operations

at FAA towered airports increase 39% from 80 million aircraft

L operations in 1985 to III million operations.

.I
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Itinerant aircraft operations at FAA towered airports increase

at an average annual rate of 0.87% throughout the forecast period.

Between 1985 and the year 2020, itinerant aircraft operations

at FAA towered airports increase 40% from 53 million operations

to 74 million operations. The general public's inability to

afford aircarrier services because of the low level of Disposal

[ Personal Income accounts for the low annual increase in itinerant

aircraft operations. Another factor that relates to the low

levels of itinerant aircraft operations at FAA towered airports

is the low level of business production associated with a stag-

flation economy. Throughout the forecast period, local aircraft

Ioperations performed at FAA towered airports increase at an average
rate of 0.93%. By the year 2020, local aircraft operations at FAA

jtowered airports increase by 42% from 26 million operations in

1985 to 37 million. The low growth of local aircraft operations

Iimply that fewer pilots will be trained during the forecast period.

This phenomenon further suggests decreases in air traffic due to

the decreases in the pilot population. The complete tabulations

for FAA towered airport workload measures are shown in Figure 4.

The measures displayed graphically in Figure 14 are the FAA towered

airport workload measures for the Stagflation Scenario.

[The growth rate in the number of aircraft handled by Air Route

Traffic Control Centers increases at an average annual rate of 0.91%.

6I By the year 2020, the number of aircraft handled by the Air Route

I
1 2ACUMENICS
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,I

Traffic CoRtrol Centers increases 40% from 34.9 million aircraft

in 1985 to 48.8 million aircraft. The increasingly low levels

of increases in operations at Air Route Traffic Control Centers

result from decreases in general aviation traffic and the pilot

population level. The complete tabulations of enroute center work

measures are given in Figure 6. The enroute measures for the Stag-

[flation Scenario are displayed graphically in Figure 15.
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F TECHNOLOGY FORECAST

r This section presents the technology forecast for each socio-

economic scenario. The forecasts are presented for selected com-

r ponents of the aviation communications system: microcomputers,

input-output devices, switching systems, transmission systems, and

I communication satellites. The forecast for each component is

[ presented in terms of key technological parameters.

Microcomputers

Data are provided concerning the likely future value of key

I technological parameters for two very large scale integrated (VLSI)

svstems: 1) a typical airborne VLSI instrumentation system and 2)

[ a typical VLSI ground-based data processing system. The data

include estimates of factors including power (watts), volume (cubic

inches), cost (constant dollars), and/or speed (MIPS). The esti-

rmates for tne unconstrained forecasts of the airborne and ground

based data processing systems are shown in Figures 16 and 17,

respectively. The unconstrain i forecasts are nased upon interviews
I

with microcomputer industry experts.
I.

The typical VLSI instrumentation system envisioned includes a

4 display memory and controller, a 64 K-bit program men )ry (ROM), a

4 K-bit data memory (RAM), and a 4 K-bit bulk memory. Tie uncon-

I. strained forecast indicates that bv 2,000 A.D. power equivalents

' i will be reduced 42% over 1980 levels. In addition, volume require-

ments will be decreased bv 69%. Further, unit costs will decrease

I bv 59g.

ACUMENICS1 31
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* AIRBORNE VLSI

[INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
.r

YCHARACTERISTICS

YEAR POWER (W) VOLUME (IN 3 ) COST ($1975)

1980 95 7,910 1,444

[ 1985 77 1 805 901

1990 60 675 746

2000 55 590 585

* I.
I

I

L
I ! Figure 16

1
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GROUND-BASED VLSIU
.[ DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

.I

YE_ _ CHARACTERISTICS

[ A POWER (W) SPEED (MIPS) COST ($1975)

1980 520 3.13 28,365

1985 395 I 7.81 7,283

1990 270 15.63 3,097

2000 145 41.67 974

I.

I.
Figure 17[

I
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As noted in the Phase II report the unconstrained technology

[ forecast has been deemed consistent with the balanced growth see-

nario. The technique described in the report was used to develop

estimates of the relevant VLSI instrumentation system technological

parameters for the stagflation and rapid growth scenarios. The

forecast results for the three socioeconomic scenarios are shown

in tabular and graphic form in Figures 18 to 23.

Power consumption, shown in Figures 18 and 19, is estimated

to decline for the balanced growth scenario from 95 watts in 1980

. to 55 watts in 2000, i.e a reduction of 42%. Power consumption

ci requirements will diminish also under the stagflation scenario.

However, the reduction in power requirements will be less than the

42% estimated for the balanced growth scenario. It is estimated

that under the stagflation scenario power requirements will be

[ 56.6 watts, in 2003, a reduction of 40% over 1980 levels. Power

requirements under the rapid growth scenario will diminish more

rapidly than under balanced growth. It is estimated that during

1 1996 under the rapid growth scenario power requirements will be

53.3 watts, or 44% less than 1980 levels.

The volume required for the VLSI instrumentation system will

I diminish under all three socioeconomic scenarios, but at different

rates. Under the balanced growth scenario space requirements will

decrease from 1910 cubic inches to 590 cubic inches in 2000. The

590 cubic inches represents a 69% reduction. The same: reduction,I
ACUMENICS| I3 4
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AIRBORNE VLSI
' [INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

POWER CONSUMPTION IN WATTS

SCENARIO

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR POWER (W) YEAR POWER YEAR POWER

1980 95 1980 95 1980 95

[ 1985 77 1985.9 77.3 1983.9 76.7

1990 60 1991.8 60.6 1987.8 59.5

[ 2000 55 2003 56.6 1996.1 53.3

,I [ Figure 18

I
[ 3 ACUMENICS
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM[ POWER REQUIREMENT FORECAST

rT

qL

Figur 19
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AIRBORNE VLSI
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

I VOLUME REQUIRED IN CUBIC INCHES

_____ ____ _____ ____SCENARIO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR VOLUME YEAR VOLUME YEAR VOLUME

1980 1910 1980 1910 1980 1910

1985 805 1986 805 1984 805

1990 675 1992 675 1987 675

2000 590 2004 590 1995.4 590

~1[

I

"I Figure 20

3M'I
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- AIRBORNE
VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

VOLUME FORECAST

Jim.r
o".

I'

01"4 mi '06.

I ! *

, ------ _ _

[
U KEY

o o Balanced Growth

x ------ x Stagflation

x x Rapid Growth

Figure 21,I

I
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F [AIRBORNE VLSI
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

U
[ COST IN 1975 DOLLARS

_ _ _ _ _SCENARIO

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

1980 1444 1980 1444 1980 1444

I 1985 901 1986 901 1983.9 901

1990 746 1992 I 746 1987.7 746

2000 585 2004 585.1 1995.4 584.9

I
I
IL
I

Figure 22

,I
I
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I

ri.e. 69%, is anticipated under the rapid growth and stagflation

[ scenarios. However, 590 cubic inch size will not be achieved until

2004 under the stagflation scenario but by 1995 under the rapid

growth scenario.

[VLSI system cost will decrease in each of the three scenarios.
The balanced growth scenario will result in system costs decreasing

from $1,444 in 1980 to 585 in 2,000. The preceding represents a

reduction of 59%. The absolute reduction in system cost in 2000

under the balanced growth scenario will not be attained until 2004

if the stagflation construct is in force. The system cost under the

stagflation scenario during 2000 is estimated at 639, a 56%

reduction from 1980 costs. It is expected that the balanced growth

scenario systems costs for the year 2000, $585, will be attained

I. four to five years sooner under the rapid growth scenario.

I VLSI Ground-Based Data Processing System

The forecast data included in this section are based upon a

Itypical VLSI data processing system equivalent to an Amdahl 470 or

1IBM 370 unit. The prototype VLSI data processing system will have

200,000 gates in the CPU and 32 M - bits of read-write high speed

memory. The unconstrained technology forecast includes estimates of

power (watts), speed (MIPS) and cost. The forecast estimates for

the VLSI data processing system characteristics are presented in

taoular form in Figures 24, 26, 28, and graphical form in Figures

I25, 27, and 29.

I
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F

GROUND-BASED VLSI
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

I

POWER CONSUMPTION IN WATTS

_ _ _SCENARIO

IBALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR POWER YEAR POWER YEAR POWER

[ 1980 520 1980 520 1980 520

1985 1 395 1986 394.9 1983.8 395

, [ 1990 1 270 1992 270.1 1987.7 270.9

2000 145 2004 1 145.2 11995.4 144.8

I

f I

IFigure 24

'I
I
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GROUND-BASED VLSI
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

[SPEED in MIPS

U

II
_______ SCENARIO _ _ _

[ BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR SPEED YEAR SPEED YEAR SPEED

1980 3.1 1980 3.1 1980 3.1I I
1985 7.8 1985.4 7.3 1984.3 8.4

1990 15.6 I 1991.1 14.7 1988.4 16.8 1

[2000 41.7 2002.91 40 11996. 1, 43.5 1

1Figure 26

L
.1

I
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I
Cr

GROUND-BASED
VLSI DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

SPEED FORECAST

[

L -

01

KEY

o o Balanced Growth

Sx ------ x Stagflation

x x Rapid Growth

L
S. Figure 27

I
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r GROUND-BASED VLSI
DATA PROCESSING

COST IN 1975 DOLLARS

_ _ _SCENARIO

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

ii YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

1980 28,365 1980 28,365 1980 28,365

I 1985 7,283 1986 7,283 1983.7 7,283

[ 1990 3,097 1992 3,097 1988.8 3,097

2000 974 2004 974 1 1994.3 974,r

I [

Figure 28

I "
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GROUND-BASED
VLSI DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

COST FORECAST

II0 - aacdGot
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IFigure 29
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The power requirements for the VLSI data processing system

will follow -the trends delineated for the VLSI instrumentation

technology; i.e., they w±ll be diminished over the forecast period.

In the approximate 20 year period, a 72% reduction will be realized,

declining from 520 watts in 1980 to 145 watts in 2000. Power re-

quirements under the stagflation scenario will not achieve the same

level of reduction as the balanced growth scenario until 2004.

It is estimated that the power requirements for the VLSI data

!1 processing system under stagflation during 2000 will be 187 watts,

equivalent to a 64% reduction over the 1980 level. The 145 watt

power requirement level for the rapid growth scenario will be

attained four to five years earlier than projected for the balanced

growth scenario.

[The ability to process data or the speed of the VLSI data

Ii processing system is likely to increase rapidly under all three

scenarios. The unconstrained or balanced growth forecast is esti-

[mated to increase from 3.1 to 41.7 MIPS between 1980 and 2000, a

change of 1245%. Increased data processing speed will occur also

in the stagflation scenario. However, the speed attained during

2000 under stagflation will be 34.2 MIPS, an increase of 1003%.

The greatest increase in system speed will occur under the rapid

[ growth scenario. It is anticipated that during 1996 system speed

will attain 43.5 MIPS under the rapid growth scenario.

I
ACUMENICS! I 48



The wst of the VLSI data processing system will decrease

rapidly. A decrease of 97%, from $28,365 in 1980 to $974 during

1994 is forecast for the rapid growth scenario. Under the balanced

Fgrowth scenario the 97% decline in VLSI data processing cost will

occur by 2000, while the same percentage will not be realized

until 2004 for the stagflation growth scenario.

Input-Output Devices

The typical prototype input-output device considered in the

technology forecast is comprised of a microcomputer control complex

with a 100 M-bit RAM, a 75 M-byte tape bulk storage module, a

hardcopy output device, a TV-quality video input system, a 25 inch

video display screen, and standard audio and keyboard I/0 devices.

[It is expected that the technology of input-output devices

will undergo great change independent of the socioeconomic scenarios.

The scenarios, however, will impact the rate of such change. The

impact of the scenarios are estimated in terms of size (cubic

1. inches) and cost.
I

The estimates of the forecasted technology parameters for each

scenario are displayed in tabular form in Figures 30 and 32 and in

4 ( graphic form in Figures 31 and 33.

FThe input-output devices are expected to decrease 65% from the

1980 size of 39,700 cubic inches to 13,740 cubic inches. Under

the rapid growth scenario this decrease is forecast to occur during

ACUMENICS
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I

r

INPUT-OUTPUT TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

SIZE IN CUBIC INCHES

I. SCENARIO

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR I SIZE YEAR SIZE YEAR SIZE

[. 1980 39,700 1980 39,700 1980 39,700

p 1985 33,550 1986 33,550 1983.9 33,550

r I
1990 28,000 1992 28,000 1987.7 28,000

L 1995 14,450 1997.6 14,450 1991.6 14,450

* 2000 13,740 2002.7 13,740 1995.4 13,740

I- Figure 30
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INPUT-OUTPUT TERMINAL SIZE FORECAST
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I

L INPUT-OUTPUT TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

COST IN 1980 DOLLARS

,I

SCENARIO

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

II
YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

I 1980 1 19,626 1980 19,626 1980 19,626

. 1985 10,314 1986 10,314 1983.3 10,314

1990 4,835 1992 4,835 1987.7 4,835

1995 3,146 1998 3,146 1991.5 3,146

2000 2,491 2004 2,491 1 1995 2,491

I

,I Figure 32

10
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1995, some four to five years earlier than that of the balanced

rgrowth scenario which is expected to decline to the same size

by 2000. Under the stagflation scenario the input-output device

[are not expected to attain 13,740 cubic inches until the latter

half of 2002.

The cost of input-output devices is expected to follow the

patterns established for unit size. That is, an 87% reduction is

expected to occur, declining from $19,626 in 1980 to $2,491 by

1995, 2000 and 2004 for the rapid growth, balanced growth and

stagflation scenarios, respectively.

Switching Systems

The nature and unconstrained forecast of switching systems is

contained in the Phase II report. The switching system forecast

was qualitative rather than quantitative. That is, estimates of

the mix of switching systems were provided rather than numeric

projections of technology parameters. As such, it is necessary to

I. cast this section in a manner different from the previous sections.
4

jThe principle difference will be in the nature of the parameter

rather than the technique of forecast.

4 1- The data obtained is the unconstrained (i.e., balanced growth)

forecast as shown in Figure 36. The data provided are a forecast

of the proportions of different switching systems in service for

I specific years. It was assumed that the parameter of impact is

the proportion of electronic switching systems in service. The
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proportion-of electronic switching systems in service was fore-

casted for the rapid growth and stagflation scenarios with the

technique delineated.

The forecasted proportion of electronic switching systems for

all scenarios is shown in Figures 34 and 35. The balanced growth

I scenarios indicate that by 1995 all switching will be electronic.

* 1However, it is estimated that under the stagflation scenario complete
electronic switching will not occur until after 1997. It is

anticipated that under the rapid growth scenario electronic switching

[ will be in full force during the latter months of 1991.

j [ The relative mix of switching systems for each scenario are

shown in Figures 36, 37, and 38. The relative mixes are based on

[i subjective allocation, based on the forecast of electronic switching

in Figure 34.

Transmission System

JThe most important transmission systems are based upon fiber

* optic and satellite technology. The unconstrained forecast of fiber

I. optic technology is based primarily upon technical considerations

and limitations. The unconstrained forecast for satellite technology

derives from mathematical extrapolation with respect to the features

Lof current technology.
Fiber optics remains a fledgling technology. As such, para-

meters for characterizing the technology are yet to be developed.

I
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[SWITCHING SYSTEMS FORECAST
I ELECTRIC SWITCHING AS PERCENT OF TOTAL SWITCHING

__ _ _ _SCENARIO

I BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR PERCENT YEAR PERCENT YEAR PERCENT

1980 22 1980 22 1980 22

[ 1985 41 1985.9 38.7 1 1983.9 41.3

1990 65 1991.9 64.5 1987.8 65.5

1995 100 1997.9 99.4 1991.7 i100

4[

I Figure 34

5l

I
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(I
SWITCHING SYSTEMS FORECASTr PERCENTAGE ELECTRONIC

Lu.0

0 - 0 Balacd rot

X ----- X Satio /

57 7 /11'

////

//,

[

KEY1 o o Balanced Growth]

x------.x StagflationI. x x Rapid Growth

,I Figure 35
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K.I

SWITCHING SYSTEMS BY TYPE
AS PERCENT OF TOTAL SYSTEMS

BALANCED GROWTH SCENARIO

I I
#5 #1 Step

Year Electronic Cross Cross Panel By
182Bar Bar Step

198 22 43-j 7 226

1985 41 33 5 I 0 21

1990 65 20 3 0 12

r

1995 100 0 1 0 0 0

~Figure 36
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r
tMIX OF SWITCHING SYSTEMS

[STAGFLATION

1 #5 #1 Step
Year Electronic Cross Cross Panel By

I I Bar Bar Step

1980 22 I 43 7 2 261. II

I 1989.6 39 35 5 21

II1999.7 162 33 3 0 1 12
2010.0 95 5 0 o

I

L

Figure 37
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F
MIX OF SWITCHING SYSTEMS

[RAPID GROWTH

#5 #i Step

Year Electronic Cross Cross Panel By
Bar Bar Step

1980 22 43 7 2 26

1963.3 41 33 5 0 21

0 :0

I

66

I

F

i Figure 38
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I

For the pqrpose of this forecast, estimates have been provided for

the cost of fiber optic communication units. The forecasted cost

values for fiber optic levels are shown in tabular form and graphic

form, Figures 39 and 40, respectively. The unconstrained fore-

f cast values are shown in the balanced growth section of Figure 39.

If the balanced growth scenario obtains, then fiber optic link costs

are expected to decline from $11,000 in 1980 to $570 in 2000, 95%

by early 1993. An equivalent comparison between the balanced growth

and rapid growth extrapolation indicates that a 95% decline in

cost will be achieved during 1998 under the rapid growth scenario,

Ialmost two years earlier than forecast for the balanced growth

[ scenario. As expected the 95% decline will be achieved the latest

if the stagflation scenario should hold. The price of $570 will

[ not be attained until sometime during the latter half of 2003 for

this scenario, 5-6 years later than forecast for the rapid growth

Iscenario, and 3-4 years after that of the balanced growth scenario.
*The unconstrained forecast for satellite technology projects

values for weight in orbit and number of wide band channels per

unit (Figures 41 and 12). Under the unconstrained or balanced

growth scenario the weight in orbit is expected to increase from

14,500 KG in 1980 to 67,583 KG in 2000, or 366%. The 366% gain in

jorbit weight is anticipated during 1995 under the rapid growth

scenario; but not until 2004 under the stagflation scenario.,I
I
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FIBER OPTIC LINK

COST IN 1980 DOLLARS

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

4 YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

1980 11,000 1980 I11,000 1980 11,000

C 1984 4,150 1984.8 4,150 1983.6 4,150

1988 1,700 1989.7 1,700 1986.5 1,700

1992 880 1994.1 880 1990.6 880

1996 650 1999.9 650 1994.5 650

4 2000 570 2003.7 570 1998.2 57,

Figure 39

6l
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r" COMMUNICATION SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS

WEIGHT IN KILOGRAMS

SCENARIO

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR WEIGHT YEAR WEIGHT YEAR WEIGHT1 4 I
1980 14,500 1980 14,500 1 1980 14,500

I1985 121,305 t1986 21,305 1983.6 21,305

I 1990 1 31,304 1992 31,304 1988.8 31,304

1995 45,996 1997 45,996 1991 45,996

2000 67,583 2004 67,583 1995.4 67,583

L

Figure 41

I
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WEIGHT FORECAST
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The niber of wide band channels under the balanced growth

[scenario is expected to increase from 612 in 1980 to 3822 in 2000.

(Figures 43 and 44). It is anticipated that 2725 channels will be

available per satellite by 1995 under balanced growth, by 1998

under stagflation, and by early 1991 under rapid growth. The

estimated leasing cost per channel for the three scenarios isI
given in Figures 45 and 46.

.I

I
.

.I-

I
S66 
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- NUMBER OF WIDE BAND

CHANNELS PER SATELLITEEr
SCENARIO

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR CHANNEL YEAR CHANNEL YEAR CHANNEL

1980 612 1980 612 1980 1 612

1985 1310 ( 1984.7 1081 1983.6 1391

1990 2005 1989.4 1548 1987.3 1 2166

1995 2725 1994.3 2037 1990.9 2965

2000 3822 2002.7 2881 1994.2 4117I _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _]_ _ _

L

Figure 43

I
ACUMENICS
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FORECAST OF

NUMBER OF WIDE BAND CHANNELS PER SATELLITE

IIto
%Too d I

'Lap

6%..

j KEY

0_0 Balanced Growth

x. x------ x Stgl io
g x__x Rapid Growth

Figure 44
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F SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS

[LEASING COST/CHANNEL ($M/YEAR)'I
SCENARIO I,IBALANCED GROWTH I STAGFLATION I RAPID GROWTH

YEAR i COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

1980 2.5 1980 2.5 1980 2.5

185 1 1.35 1985 1.54 1984.9 1.03

1990 1.02 1990 1.3 1990 .9[I
1995 .9 1995 1.2 1995 .7

2000 .8 1 2000 .9 2000 .2

LL

Figure 45I
I
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FORECAST OF

SATELLITE LEASING
COST PER CHANNEL

,I

LL

i l 1 f ,.f.0

[ '4ro '1€iairo .o

iI .

KEY

0 " o o Balanced Growth

x ------ x Stagflation

X _ x Rapid Growth

I ]Figure 46
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Future ATC Concepts

[ The major subsystems that determine the aviation communication

requirements are shown in Figure 47. The commercial communication

systems available in the year 2020 will be a mix of satellites,

r optical fibers, various microwave and other terrestrial systems. A

dedicated ground-to-ground communications system for civil aviation

is unlikely to be cost-effective. Consequently, the ground-to-ground

voice and data communication system is assumed to be essentially

jg commercial in all three scenarios.

S th In Figure 48 three system alternatives are selected to match

the future socioeconomic and technology forecasts. The only assump-

tion implicit in Figure 48 is how the various ATC systems are likely

to be partitioned between space and terrestrial systems.

In the rapid growth scenario, technology will provide for all

C functions of the CONUS ATC system to be space-based, except for

ground-to-ground communications, which will be a mix of space and

terrestrial systems.

LIn the balanced growth scenario, several of the functions

[ continue to be terrestrially-based but are aided by satellites to

" * extend coverage and capacity. The satellite-aided concepts would

Lallow for lower reliability spacecraft requirements, less in-orbit

space capability, et cetera. In addition, the fully satellite-based

* I system requires multiple-beam satellites to make efficient use of

I
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r

r spectrum. - The satellite aided concept requires fewer beams, hence

it is less technologically advanced. Satellite-aided systems would

M also be evolutionary; howe%7er, they would require different rules

for frequency assignment between terrestrial and satellite. Finally,

in the stagflation scenario, the terrestrial system, as projected in

q FAA plans for the late 1990's, is assumed to change little in con-

figuration. The military navigation system will probably evolve into

GPS, but the VOR/DME will continue as the chief civil aid. However,

due to the communication industry's current levels of capability,

a large fraction of the ground-to-ground communications will be

Ispace based, even in this scenario. Potential aviation communication

requirements can now be treated further in terms of the three con-

j ceptual configurations.

Space-Based Navigation, Surveillance and Communication System: Rapid
Growth Scenario

The likelihood of a space-based system in the rapid growth

scenario is due to the low operations and maintenance costs of

[ such systems due to significantly reduced terrestrial facilities and

reduced manpower. In addition, the space-based system will be able

Lto offer higher coverage and improved performance necessary for the

huge traffic increase. A relevant example for comparision of the

cost-effectiveness of space-based systems is NASA's TDRSS (Tracking

L and Data Relay Satellite System), which is to replace the majority

of current ground-based NASA tracking stations next year with two

operational geosynchronous satellites and two in-orbit spares. This

system will cost about one-half the current cost of $200 million per

I year, and will provide a significant increase in coverage.

74 
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a. System Description

In Figure 49, the space-based configuration is shown to

differentiate the main space, ground, and user segments. The system

is composed of a constellation of low-orbit and geosynchronous satel-

lites. A centrally located Satellite Control Center (SCC) collects

and processes the surveillance data and disseminates this data to

U the various ATC facilities, mainly via commercial communications

satellites. Terrestrial links fill in the short distance connections

and various commercial telephone networks.

Considerable consolidation would become feasible in most of the

I, terrestrial facilities.

The number of enroute Air Route Traffic Control Centers (AHTCC)

could be reduced to, at most, 4 or 5. The Flight Service Stations

could be significantly reduced by integrating their services into the

ARTCC and TCCs. The meterological data could be broadcast, ideally,

via the communication satellite to the aircraft, airlines, and other

ATC users. Interfaces with DOD, Canada, etc., would also connect

O mainly through the satellite communication system.I
Consolidation of the terrestrial facilities would produce lighter

I voice and data requirements per facility, making the cost-effective-

ness of the communication satellite network even more effective. The

I. communications satellite could monitor various unattended and auto-

I mated facilities by means of data collection platforms. The platform

vt'a wouli be communicated to the appronriate terrestrial center--e.g.,

',tralized maintenance facility.

ACUMENICS
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The basic navigation and surveillance system is GPS based.

-[ For surveillance, position data computed on the aircraft from the

relative times-of-arrival (TOA) of ranging signals from 4 satellites

are reported via the geosynchronous satellite data link. In the

surveillance process, sufficient time is allocated for both aircraft

*1I acquisition and tracking. The acquisition mode involves determining

[ the identity and initial location of new aircraft entering the

system. Once an adequate degree of information is obtained, the

* [ aircraft is placed into the tracking mode. In this mode, aircraft

regularly provide position data to the ground via one of two direct

access procedures: polling or time-division-multiple access (TDMA).

Cj With polling, aircraft are discretely interrogated, once each

surveillance update cycle, and respond accordingly. An interroga-

tion contains the aircraft address, appropriate ATC messages and it

could possibly be requested for other information. Analysis of

the capacity of polling versus TDMA shows polling to be superior.

* [With TDMA, the aircraft, after acquisition, is assigned a time

slot in which to respond during each update cycle. Sufficiently

accurate knowledge of system time is required on-board the aircraft,

which comes from GPS. Either TDMA or polling associated with

surveillance is via a data link. This data link can be employed

[I for non-navigation or non-surveillance air-to-ground communications,

* bu: the system would have to change significantly to handle the

rigrier capacity. Consequently, the communications satellite handles

;1i the other data and voice communications.
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Cr Navigation and surveillance data are from the source 4 GPS

satellites. -Independence between the two functions is obtained by

(a) employing separate GPS receivers and (b) verifying aircraft-

Fderived range by comparing it with an independently derived range

measurement based on the TOA of an aircraft surveillance reply.

Figure 50 illustrates the satellite constellation for the proposed

concept. The GPS satellites are in 12-hour, 630 inclined orbits. The

Surveillance Data Link satellites (SD) are in geosynchronous orbit.

!In the year 2020, a single satellite could be produced to serve the

full capacity requirements of CONUS surveillance. A second satellite

would be included as an in-orbit backup. A second operating satellite

( I mav be added to improve GPS accuracy in some areas.

The Surveillance (SD) Satellite communicates with aircraft on

L-band and to the SCC on C-band. The SD Satellites could also be

used to assist the aircraft navigation receiver in selection of the

4 GPS satellites to use, calibration corrections, and aiding acqui-

[sition of the GPS receiver. Many of these concepts are being studied

for reduction of GPS user costs. To maintain the high level of

[ svstEm integrity, the system concept includes Calibration stations

deployed around CONUS for providing correction data (e.g. propagation

I delays) to maintain both navigation and surveillance accuracy.

, I
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c[ Space-Based Surveillance/Data

r System Constellation for CONUS
(Voice and Communications Satellites are separate)

CP~S CHS~u.ATION a+ , 9 00 nmi

4'I

1000
in-orbit backup *A[ operational spacecraft

I Surveillance and Data Link
Satellites at Geosynchronous AltitudeI. of 22,000 nmi

Figure 50
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The majority of air-ground and ground-ground communications
a

traffic is on the geosvnchronous commercial satellites. The air-

Icraft-to-satellite link will be at either L-band or VHF, while the

F satellite-to-ground link will be at either C-band or Ku-band, as

assigned for commercial communications. As far as the system concept

is concerned, the air-to-ground communications may be on one satellite

I and the ground-to-ground communications on another.

The space, user, and ground segments are further discussed be-

low, in terms of the communications system. The related surveillance

navigation system is further described in Appendix A of the Phase III

L report.

b. Communications Subsystem for the Space-Based Concept

In this section, the communications subsystem for the space-

based concept is further developed. To do this, it is useful to

identify the following major parts of the subsystem:

r
1. Air-ground communications in which there are large

numbers of users:

o aircraft 700,000
U

I" o ground
L

- terminals 2,000-5,000
- airlines

- airports
* - TCC

Capacity of this part is principally set by air-to-ground
voice frequency.

2. Ground-to-ground communications between the major facilities

4 such as the SCC, ARTCC, National Flow Control Center, Central-
ized FSS's, National Weather Service, Central Airline Offices
and TCC's should, at most, add up to 20-100. Capacity of
this link is determined mainly by data requirements.

ACUMENICS| [8O(
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r 3. Ground-to-ground communications within major facilities--
basically the large and medium hub airports. Capacity
here is small for current services, but could growFsignificantly with new uses of communications.

4. Ground-to-ground communications from large numbers of data
collection platforms to a few centralized facilities. This
would be the basic configuration for the Remote Monitoring
and Maintenance System (RMMS) for the various smaller ter-[restrial facilities.

Except for interfacility communications of category (3), all

others above could be integrated into a single communications satel-

lite. However, due to the special nature of the air-ground communi-

cations, which require low-cost user terminals, it is desirable to

separate the space segment into two types of spacecraft. For the

air-ground communications, a multi-beam satellite with high power

and voice links is selected. For the ground-to-ground communications

of category (2), a data communications domestic satellite service is

assumed. This same service, in addition, could be used to sequentially

I [ collect data from all the DCP's and send it to a central facility.

In the year 2020, domestic satellite traffic will be served, at

least, in the C-band and Ku-band and the 20/30 GH3 band. Due to the

jpropagation problems at the higher bands, the satellite service for

category (2) should be mainly at C-band. Ku-band should be feasible

[ in most areas except for regions with very heavy rainfalls. Tech-
4

nology forecasts indicate that the most effective access schemes will

L be TDMA. Typical terminals will have 3-5 meter antennas, and the

satellites will employ satellite beam switching, making them cost-

effective by keeping the major ATC facilities in as few beams as

j possible. A block diagram of a TDMA terminal is shown in Figure 51.
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A Typical Terminal for Ground-to-Ground
Communications via Satellite

1 3-5 Meter

,Redundant Redundant
HPA IRR

UP-CONVERTE CONVERTER

TDMA Mi A
CONTROL DA UFR

MON TOR ReIe. t

VOICE FAX DATA

I.

TDMA - Time Division Multiple Access
LNR - Low Noise Rece'ver
HPA - High Power Amplifier

MX - Multiplexer

I Figure 51
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I
Cr There are many projections of the configurations of future domestic

satellites for wideband tracking -- the best for category (2) service

Fwould be simply selected on the basis of commercial offering.

c. Air-Ground Communications Satellite Concept

In the case of a system concept for air-ground communications,

further specificity is necessary. In Figure 52, the proposed multi-

beam satellite for air-ground communications is shown. This satellite

[concept is based on a study by General Electric Company sponsored by

NASA. The concept was developed in significant detail for application

to future land-mobile communications; it is adapted here with few

changes. However, the proposed system capacity and concepts of

modulation, multiplexing, performance, etc., may be modified with

Cj little impact on the viability and capability of the basic issue of

air-ground communications via satellite in the rapid growth scenario.

The terrestrial mobile telephone market is growing rapidly,

[and the impact of this mass market can be used in designing tne

air-ground commur,.cations to have similar narrow-oound FM channels.

E [ These channels are allocated 30 KH3 , each with IF bandwidth of 25KH 3

and a voice message bandwidth of 300H 3-3KH 3 . Assuming a 1OMH 3 band-

width from aircraft to satellite, and a 1OMH 3 from satellite to air-

* craft, permits a total of 333 duplex voice channels. A single beam

satellite would not be sufficient to serve the 100,000 or more peak

I [ CONUS instantaneous airborne traffic forecast for the rapid growth

scenario. A 69 beam satellite with the pattern shown in Figure 53

would be able to increase the frequency reuse by a factor of 23.

I
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Spacecraft Design Applicable
for Air/Ground Aviation Communlications'

Now SIGLMICT@R

Wrap-Rib L-Band NR

I Feed Array

I.SOLAR ARRAY
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Figure 52
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I

rThe 3, 3 channels within the allocated frequency band are

divided into 3 sets as follows:

Set 1: 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 ... 331

F Set 2: 2, 5, 8, 11, 14 ... 332

Set 3: 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 ... 333F
* The numbers within the cells of Figure 53 represent the channel

set in the beam. Note that no adjacent beams have the same set of

channels in order to minimize co-channel interference. Each beam

or footprint of the satellite has 111 channels, each of trans-

mission and reception.

1 Every aircraft in the system is capable of operating on all

channels in all sets of frequencies. Within each set of frequencies

[i there is at least one "calling" (aircraft-to-satellite) and one

"control" (satellite-to-aircraft) channel. When an aircraft's unit

[ is activated, it automatically searches and locks onto a control

channel. When the pilot dials a number, the request is transmitted

I over the calling channel. The calling channel signal goes to the

6 satellite control station, which assigns a talking channel pair to

the aircraft via the control channel, and connects the call to the

Ii called party through the public terrestrial network.

[The transponder concept assumes a satellite switch which has

69 L-band inputs and 69 Ku-band outputs as shown in Figure 54. A

I i69x69 satellite switch is more advanced than today's communications

satellites. Currently, the TDRSS/Advanced Westar is the only DOMSATI
ACUMENICSt [ S6
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I.

which willhave a 4x4 beam switch. However, on-board switching, as

indicated in Figure 54, will be available by the early 1990's, since

it significantly reduces earth station switching requirements and

rit can eliminate double hops in aircraft-to-aircraft communications.
[Figure 55 is a more detailed description of the satellite trans-

ponder. The figure shows each beam's FDM channels as being downcon-

verted (D/C) to an IF demultiplexed and then switched to the addres-

sed destination beam. The switch outputs are appropriately processed,

multiplexed and up-converted (U/C) before retransmission. The proces-

sing required ahead of the switching can range from down-converting

to a convenient IF and separating the channels with filters, to

* [demodulation of each channel followed by analog-to-digital conversion,
digital switching, digital-to-analog conversion, remodulation and

I multiplexing for transmission. Suchi an advance switch eliminates

the switching required at the earth stations and may be a significant

cost savings in total operation and maintenance costs.

The General Electric study considers a on-switching transponder

satellite design. It would be a lower order of technology, and it

will have double hops in the aircraft-to-aircraft links. Other

* 1 work has been reported by COMSAT for a TDMA concept instead of the

FDMA approach presented here. However, that concept was developed

1 for a lower capacity -- although it could also be extended.

I System Capacity

Capacity is a function of the grade of service and the number

I of channels. The capacity of a single footprint with 108 channels,

ACUMENICS' J 88
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[ F and a service grade probability of 2 percent blocking comes to 95

Erlangs. I! is further assumed in this deviation that calls not

[ immediately satisfied are cleared and do not reappear during the

r period under consideration.

Assuming an average duration of 120 seconds per call, 95 calls

can be satisfied in one foot print every 120 seconds, or 2850 calls

F maximum per hour. The total instantaneous capacity of the system

is 196,659 for all 69 beams. However, the traffic will not be

I homogenously distributed so that the peak capacity would be lower.

Further traffic distribution analysis would be required to get a

more accurate system specification.

Spacecraft Technical and Weight Estimates

L [The General Electric study describes the satellite power require-

ments at the L-band to be 48 kilowatts, with an L-band antenna of 70

[ feet in diameter. Figure 56 gives the spacecraft technical character-

istics and Figure 57 gives the weight estimates. A conservative

cost of such a satellite system in the late 1980's is $58 million/year

J not including user equipment costs. In the year 2020, both the

high-power and the satellite switch will be significantly lower in

Fcost if the assessment of technology growth assutmed is realized.

This concept is based on compatibility with current terrestrial

L mobile terminals. If for ATC the mobile terminals have higher

! radiated power and lower receiver nose figures, the satellite power

and cost can be further reduced. Analysis of these alternatives are

not within the scope of this report.
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I
rSpacecraft Technical Data

Forward Transponder 69 Parallel RedundantUnits
Ku-band to Ku-band Frequency Conversion

r Return Transponders 69 Parallel Redundant Units
L-band to Ku-band Frequency Conversion

Transponder Type Double Frequency Conversion

* EMP per Voice Channel 45.2 dBW

I EIRP per Beam (Transponder) 65.7 dBW

Number of Beams 69

Voice Channels per Beam 111

Antenna Gain 44 d Bic - At Corner of Cell

RF Radiated Power per Beam 21.7 dBW, 148 Watts

G/T 16.4 dB/°K

Bandwidth per Beam 10 Mifz each way

L-band Antenna

Type Offset Parabolic Reflector Multibeam," F/D -

* Effective Aperture 75 ft Diameter

L Spacecraft

Size l5ftL, 9ftH, 15ftW

1 Weight 5515 lbs

Electrical Power S/S 41 kW Array Power

5130 ft 2 Solar Array

Thermal S/S 1200 ft2 :Radiating Surface

Figure 56
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Spacecraft Weight Estimates (POxund)

L-band

Mobile Band Antenna

- Reflector 250

- Supports 125

- Feed Array 160

Transponder

- Mobile Band Dlplexers 35

- Mobile Band Power Amplifiers 140

- F Components 100

- Ku-band Power Amplifiers 15

- Ku-band Diplexers 15

Cabling so

Ku-band Antenna

- Reflector (solid) 35

! - Supports 10

- Feed.Array 5

Spacecraft Structure 700

Propulsion 1200

L Electrical Power Subsystem

- Solar Array 2100

Electronics 75

[ Battery 450

Tr&C s0

J Estimated Weight-pounds 5515

Figure 57
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rAvionics
The aviohics will be a straightforward FDM/FM unit as shown

in Figure 58 together with a voice input. The system is likely

to include data transmission. The typical cost of such an avionics

unit should be no more than today's VHF two-way voice unit, which

is in the range of $1,000 to $2,000. However, the quality of the

[ proposed FM will be significantly saperior to the current AM system.

The characteristics of the avionics for this system concept are

the following:

L Signal quality: 50 db subjective S/N minimum

Coverage: Whole of CONUS to all altitude levels
where aircraft can safely traverse

Modulation: Frequency modulation with 12KH 3 deviation

[Channels: 30KHG bandwidth at L-band (1500-1600MH3 )

[/ Receiver Nose

Temperature: 546 0 k

Transmitter Power: 10 watts

Aircraft Antenna: Omni-directional gain of 4dBIC

The 50db S/N ratio is obtained by use of emphasis circuits and

[ compounding. The system concept could easilv be modified to digital

voice employing Continuously Variable Slope Delta Modulation (CVSD).

d. Conclusions

' I The high traffic growth forecast for the rapid growth

scenario will bring about major changes to the current surveillance,
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r Air-Ground Voice Avionics

r

*Transmitter

RF &

.4 FM Modulator

-ii I ____

I I I Pre-emphasis
SIF I I -IIFI FM Discriminator I I Voice Compression

Voi ceInput
* Base-band 

i

I Filtering
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

Voice-Out

.I
Figure 58
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I

navigation and communications system. Fortunately, in this scenario,

K there will alio be a major growth in technology and telecommunications.

Consequently, the availability of a completely space-based system for

[ ATC functions is forecast for the year 2020. The cost-effectiveness

and increased coverage of the space-based system will be the reason

for its implementation. In such an environment, aviation communica-

tion is separated into a trunking communication service between

the major ATC ground stations and air-ground communications.

The trunking service between the relatively few facilities,

which are still likely to be distributed over CONUS, is assumed

to be served by commercial domestic communications satellites.

However, for the air-ground voice communications, a separate satel-

lite concept is presented. Evolution of such a system is expected

to develop from MARISAT, an Oceanic Satellite ATC system such as

Aerosat, and other concepts currently being developed for a land-

mobile telephone system.

Hybrid Terrestrial and Space Based ATC System:[ IBalanced Growth Scenario

In the balanced growth scenario the traffic growth is gradual,

with sufficient time available to expand gradually the performance

and capacity of the ATC system. Central to the balanced growth

I scenario will be the two systems: (1) GPS for navigation and (2)

for surveillance, ground-based DABS with satellites aiding in the

expansion of coverage and transition to a future space-based surveil-

lance system.

I ACUMENICS
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C I a. System Concept

A satellite based navigation will remove the 1000 VOR/TACAN/

DME sites, communication requirements to and from those sites, and

the frequency allocated to VOR and TACAN/DME. Elimination of VOR

together with ILS would also impact upon the Flight Service Station

network and VHF voice. The advantage of L-band for satellites

I versus VHF would indicate the desirability of switching to L-band

for air-ground voice. However, as the technology advances are

[ less than in the rapid growth scenario, the air-ground voice would

be mainly terrestrially-based with a less complex satellite providing

[ coverage in areas outside the terrestrially-based stations.

The advances in computational capability, sophisticated displays,

aid further automation will allow centralization of the ARTCC's and

I Flight Services, Flow Control, and FAA maintenance and operations.

Weather information would be centrally processed and disseminated

bv the DABS data link and the air-ground voice communications to

[ aircraft.

The terrestrial components of the DABS surveillance system

would be deployed in the major hub areas, mainly at terminals.

,. , Satellite surveillance compatible with terrestrial DABS would fill

in the remaining coverage areas. To accomplish this the satellite

would have to be powerful enough to satisfy the aircraft's DABS

I transponder receiver, and the satellite receiver would have to be

able to pick up the DABS transponder transmissions.

I
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C [Ground-to-ground communications with space-based GPS and satel-
E lite-aided DABS would require communication links from DABS facili-

ties to the ARTCC's and TCC's, in addition to the other centers.

The monitoring of terrestrial facilities for reducing costs of

operations, maintenance, certification, etc. would involve signifi-

[cant use of data collection platforms, as in the space-based scenario,
r where data is collected by a satellite transponder. The growth of

these platforms for many other monitoring purposes, such as environ-

I mental monitors, weather data sensors, ocean bouys, inaccessible
I

military facilities, etc. would result in a variety of commercial

offerings. The value of data collection platforms in this scenario

[i is even more important than in the space-based scenario due to its

cost-effectiveness. Figure 59 describes the major elements of

the Hybrid ATC System.

L In the 1990's the ARTCC and FSS are expected to consolidate

into a single facility. By the year 2020, further centralization

[ of the 20 or so CONUS ARTCC/FSS into, at most, 2-5 facilities would

* 1 result in longer distance communication links between DABS, TCC's

and other terminal facilities to the ARTCC/FSS facilities. Commer-

[i cial satellite services are likely to be the most cost-effective

for ground-to-ground data and voice communications. However, the

I - system would be optimized to cost-effectively integrate terrestrial

1 tails from the satellite earth terminals. Availability and reli-

ability would be maintained by appropriate space-segment back up

and selected narrow-band terrestrial links.
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By theyear 2020, the Domestic Satellite Communications Carriers

will have their satellites either linked by intersatellite links or

contained on the same large platform with other carriers. This

r will give a significant increase in space-segment availability for

all users of satellite communications.

The consolidation of ARTCCs with FSS will result in increasing

F internal communication systems within facilities. Fiber optics

and efficient data and voice coding methods will find widespread

use. Similarly, communications requirements between facilities in

* f the terminal area will increase support, thereby increasing auto-

mation in maintenance, monitoring, controller workload, etc.

b. Surveillance

[ The development of the surveillance system concept is beyond

r the scope of this task. However, it is useful to define the basic

concept implied in the satellite-aided DABS. The need to provide

I. increased coverage within a fixed budget will provide incentives

* to adopt a satellite system by 2020. An objective of the satellite

L system is to reduce the number of terrestrial DABS sites from 300

to about 50-100 planned sites. These DABS sites would be located

L in high density areas. Satellite surveillance would be provided in

L less dense geographic areas. The surveillance and data link SD

satellite will have fewer beams and lower capacity than the full

4 I CONUS coverage system described in the previous section.

4
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In areas where DABS coverage is not available, position infor-

r mation for surveillance would be based on GPS. The coordinates of

the terrestrial and space systems would be calibrated. In addition,

the SD satellite would be used to connect all DABS stations to the

ARTCCs and TCCs. The data link formats would be the same for both

r [ the terrestrial and space links.

At present, all terrestrial surveillance and data link system

concepts have been planned and are summarized in the Phase III report.

I [ As noted above, this system includes 300 DABS sites which will be

K connected with the ARTCCs, TCCs, etc. The terrestrial system re-

quires more data communications capacity than the satellite-aided

' DABS. However, this mixed system may then be considered as a

transition state betwen the terrestrial system and an all space-

I based system. As such, the system would be likely under the Balanced

• [ Growth Scenario.

c. Communications Subsystem for the Hybrid/Terrestrial Concept

I. The communications subsystem, as noted in the space-based

concept, includes the following major elements:

1. Air-ground communications;

F 2. Ground-ground communications between major centers
and terminals;

3. Ground-ground communications within facilities and
major and medium hubs;

* 1 4. Communications to data collection platforms (DCP's).

Air-ground voice communication will use primarily VHF. The use of

I VHF will embody increased use of digital voice coding and improved

J ACUMENICS
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efficiency of spectrum use. However, high performance users such

S[ as air carriers will be offered satellite communications by commer-
a

cial carriers. The satellite-to-aircraft links will be at L-band

requiring a separate L-band RF section for those users. Such a system

S[ would require a less complex satellite than described in the Rapid

Growth scenario. The likelihood of two air-ground communication

systems existing is reasonable since the economic returns fromq
improved communications to the air-carrier and other high performance

users will be significant. Another basis for this forecast is the

[ assumption that oceanic ATC communications via satellite will be

operational by the year 2020, so for many of the carriers there

I may be no additional investment required.

j. The terrestrial VHF towers could also be connected via satellite

to an FAA central facility. There are 3 subsystems for air-ground

- communications in this scenario:

[ o ATC data-link on DABS;

o L-band/KU-band satellite for high performance users;

o Terrestrial based VHF, with satellite link-up towers.

I

[ The satellite communication subsystem is given in the next section.

Ground-to-ground communications between major terminals will be

provided as both commerical carrier satellite and terrestrial links.

[ Standardized configurations would exist for major hubs, medium hubs,

and small terminals. Intrafacility communications is a highly dynamicI
and innovative industry and maximum opportunity should be taken in

I
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[ reducing costs and performance of facility operations. As such,a

communications will be expanded with transmission by fiber optics.

DCP's are basically composed of a sensor and a transmitter.

The satellite picks up the data from the sensors and transmits it

to central locations. Today non-military DCP's use is in global envi-

ronment and earth observations, with data being relayed by the weather

and land satellites. These platforms transmit at 400 MH with data

rates up to 5 KBPS at 3-10 hr. intervals. DCP transmitter power

is less than 5 watts. Monitoring for maintenance and certification

could be easily satisfied within an order of magnitude of these

specifications. With use of geosynchronous satellites, continuous

[_ monitoring of critical facilities could be maintained. A block

[ diagram of a typical DCP is shown in Figure 60.

d. Satellite Subsystems for Air-Ground Communications

.1.!. This section brieflv describes the air-ground satellite

communication for air-carrier and other high performance users and

the use of a satellite for linking the terrestrial VHF towers. An

[ air-ground communication satellite concept derived from a COMSAT study

of 1978 is shown in Figure 61. This satellite concept is less

I advanced than the design described in the Rapid Growth scenario.

[ However, the design represents the current state-of-the-art and is

being proposed as a new initiative for COMSAT in the 1980's. In this

j COMSAT design, a 22 beam satellite is proposed, employing TDMA with

I digital modulation, which could usg CPSK, DPSK or FSK. The voice
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processor has a rate of 16 kbps using CVSD (continuously variable

slope deltamodulation) or could use adaptive PCM. The resultingF voice intelligibility should exceed 95% with a bit error rate of 10-4.

r hA block diagram of the avionics for the satellite transponder

with onboard switching is shown in Figure 62. The corresponding

block diagram of the user base stations is shown in Figure 63.

The costs of the avionics and the base stations were estimated at

$3,000 and $55,000 respectively in the COMSAT study. Each user

[ group would have its own base station. The cost estimate of the

22-beam satellite system was $24 million annually. Technology

[ forecasts indicate significant reduction in these costs by the

year 2020. The economics of scale and a 40-year learning curve

should result in similiar user costs for a "satelliteradio" or

terrestrial VHF-radio".

* " The user cost estimates are given in Figure 64, while the

satellite mass budget is given in Figure 65. The satellite cost

L based on the mass budget is $26 million; this figure does not

include development costs, and assumes procurement of multiple

satellites. The average life time of the satellite is 7 years.

The costs of the avionics is based on a production of 5,000 units,

and the base-station costs were derived from current trends in

I earth terminal costs.

S( The satellite antenna is the same size as the ATS-6, i.e. 30 ft;

the base station dish is 15 ft. and the aircraft antenna can be

I dipole with a 3dB gain.
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.1

Summary of Spacecraft Mass Budqet

(COMSAT Study)

F
KilogramI

I. Structure & Separation 150

2. Reflector 162

I 3. Transponder (RF & Signal Processor) 86

4. Electrical Power 90

5. Attitude Control 70

6. Propulsion 74

7. Thermal Control 30Ii
8. Telemenetry & Command 20

Total (kg) 682

4 L

I

L
| l Figure 65
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e. Satellite Repeater for VHF Towers

A-sketch of the Satellite repeater concept is shown in

•  [ Figure 66. The aircraft communicates to the VHF towers. A

[ r repeater transmits the signal at S-band to a satellite which then

connects to the base-stations at KU-band. The number of S-band

r beams would be much lower than the L-band case since the repeaters

U could have a much higher power level. A block diagram of a repeater

f from the COMSAT study is provided in Figure 67.

j Terrestrial Navigation, Surveillance and Communications System:
4 Stagflation Scenario

L a. Overview of ATC Configuration

A stagnant economy with high inflation will not be able

to afford extensive structural changes in the ATC system. High

costs of energy, in addition, will prevent any major increase in

aviation acivity from the levels forecast for the 1990's. Aviation

communications being planned for the 1990's are likely, therefore

[ to be the configuration of the system for this scenario. With the

limited resources of stagflation budgets, the total ATC system

will be a patch-up of different generation subsystems. GPS will

be used by the military, TACAN will be phased out. However, civil

navigation will stay with the 1000 VOR/DME facilities. DABS will

reach its planned 300 facilities. However, some ATCRBS sites may

continue to exist and, hence, some users would continue to fly

* with current transponders with limited data link capability. The

number of ARTCC facilities in CONUS will continue at about 20.

Flight Service Stations at major hubs will have been consolidated

i I ACUMENICS
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Ct I with the ARTCCs, but many smaller non-automated and automated FSS's

would continue. Ground-to-ground data communications will be within

NADIN (National Data Interchange Network), it being essentially the

1990 configuration planned for Phase III. The communications common

carriers will have significant influence in integrating the ATC

1 communication subsystems in data and voice and ground-to-ground and

air-to-ground. In addition, current tube equipment will be replaced

first with solid-state units and then with LSI digital circuitry,

[ I with emphasis on automated facilities with the capability for remote

maintenance monitoring and remote fault diagnostics and certification.

L In the air-to-ground voice systems, there will continue to be numerous

[ facilities distributed over CONUS. Figure 68 gives a list of major

installations that currently exist and that are likely to remain the

I same in this terrestrial scenario. An overview of the ATC configur-

ation for this scenario is given in Figure 69, based on the 1990

SI configuration of current plans. The shaded parts indicate the

system improvement and additions from the current system. The

data and voice communication system are further described in the

following section.

[ b. Data Communications Subsystem

All data communications will be integrated under NADIN as

shown in Figure 70. NADIN allows any user to communicate with any

other user through the use of data concentrators and two centrally

located switches. By the year 2020, the likely evolution of NADIN

[ will be a satellite switched service directly from the NADIN data

concentrators.
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of
I

Summary of FAA Facilities
Containing Communications Equipment

rI [FAA FACILITY I NUMBER OF FACILITIES (1974)1

ARTCCS (Foreign and Domestic) 27

TRACONS 174I r TOWERS 438

FSS Stations 327

I RCAG Sites 412

BUEC Sites/LRR Sites 95

I, VOR/VORTAC Sites i',000

RCO Sites 54

LRCO Sites 533

DF Sites 277

NATCOM (Kansas City, Mo.) 250 Estimated

L SCC (Washington, D. C.) 1

[ NFDC (Washington, D. C.) 1

NAFEC (Atlantic City, N.J.) 1

LI OKC (Oklahoma City, OK) 1

Regional Offices 12 Includes Alaska
I I and Europe

Based on ATS Fact Book, December --74

* j Figure 68

I
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4I

Figure 70 illustrates the NADIN connectivity and data rates

r assumed at the time of NADIN Phase III completion. NADIN provides

communications between the enroute centers and terminal areas. There

S[ will be a number of NADIN concentrators, one located at each ARTCC

with exchanges at Anchorage, Honolulu, and San Juan. The ARTCC has

[ a wideband 40 kbps link to the concentrator and narrow band 2,300

q bps links. The nationwide network connecting the concentrators to

the NADIN switch requires only 9,600 bps link. All other links are

also 4,800 bps, or lower, as shown in Figure 70. In the case of a

satellite switch connecting to the NADIN concentrators, it would

[ have a back up satellite and some terrestrial links.

The NADIN system is being designed to interface with all kinds

of transmission media, including satellites, for domestic and inter-

I national communications. Thus, the transition to a satellite link

I' directly from the NADIN concentrators will be feasible. In addition,

the NADIN design will be transparent to the users in that it will

requre no changes to data handling protocols or practices. The

NADIN system has been described in considerable detail in the techni-

[. cal appendix of the Phase I report.

I c. Voice Communications

[The voice communications network structure planned for 1990

will not change significantly by the year 2020 in the stagflation

I scenario. The air-to-ground voice communications will either operate

through FSS's or ARTCC and TCC's, while the Service F network will

I interconnect between terrestrial facilities.
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I
Figure 71 shows the expected connectivity of the voice communication

( [ system. The current electromechanical switching systems, consisting

of the WECO 800 at the ARTCC and the WECO 301 at the terminal areas,

will have been replaced by the Voice Communications and Control

,! r System (VSCS), which has an integrated air-to-ground and ground-to-

ground voice concept. This program consists of three ingredients:

r first, the RCAG tone control replacement; second, the Radio Communi-

cations Control System (RCCS); and third, the Ground Voice Communic-

ations component.

4 Airline communications will also be mainly VHF, with increasing

use of digital voice and coding for privacy. Some of the air carrier's

larger craft may start using satellite links for airline communications

( [ as described for the hybrid scenario. However, in general, there

will be little incentive to invest in higher performance communications

in this scenario than those shown in Figure 65.

U d. Conclusions

j In the stagflation scenario it is difficult to see structural

changes to the NAS system other than those currently projected for 1990.

2 [ The major system changes are the implementation of DABS, GPS for the

military, and VOR/DME for civil navigation. Data communications

will evolve only slightly from NADIN Phase III. The change would

be, possibly,in the elimination of the two terrestrial switches by

a satellite switch and backup satellite. Air-to-ground voice and

j ground-to-ground voice configurations would not change, except for

fewer electronics, better and higher gain antennas, and increased use

I of microprocessors, etc.
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"[
IMPACT ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

This study was undertaken to identify and examine the likely

r effects of future aviation communications technology. The assess-

[ r ment is based upon and constrained by the technology forecast and

*socioeconomic scenarios - stagflation, balanced growth and rapid

growth. Both the technology forecast and socioeconomic scenarios

limit the extent and magnitude of effects, because the impacts

are a function of social and technological conditions. The two

F primary factors considered in the assessment are agency capital

and labor. The extent to which future technology is likely to be

labor saving will be a function of the capital investment level,

the efficiency of that capital and the future scenario in which

the capital will function.

* (Technology has been defined as the knowledge or set of physical

objects that allow a "want" of man to be attained. The impacts of

'I technology derive from function and operation. The non-human

performance of function requires that a technology operate. The

act of operation requires the consumption of resources and gener-

4 1 ation of by-products. In the act of operation, the technology has

certain effects due to its function and certain effects which

emanate from its being. The effects of function refer to the

[ purpose of technology in its societal context while the effects of

operation refer to the consequences of a technology's being. The

4 I demand for technological application is a derived demand since the

perceived need for technology occurs due to demand for some other

I form of goods and servies.
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The initial effect of technology would be to diminish man's

L r role in the -performance of specific functions. Changes in the

I division of labor between man and machine would depend upon the

F. current functions of man and machine as well as changes in the

level or nature of the functions performed. As the man-machine

division of labor changes so does the relative composition of the

factors of production. The net and measurable effects of techno-

logical change are:

1. a change in the level and nature of agency capital
It investment;

2. a change in the magnitude and composition of the agencyI. work force.

In general, two groups will be impacted by the adoption of new

aviation communications technology. First, users of the airspace

I system including pilots and aircraft owners. Second, managers of the

I airspace system including FAA operators and management personnel from

ATC, ATF and FSS. The effects of new technology will derive from

[ the functions performed and/or needed by the airspace users and

4 managers. The magnitude of effects will depend upon the extent to

which new technology usurps existing or creates new functions.

I The evolution of new aviation communication technology will

not alter the system functions that need to be performed. Rather,

technology will change the way in which such functions are performed.

4 As such, new technology will not only change the man-machine division

of labor but will also decrease the time attendant to each finction.

I New technology will significantly change agency staff and capital
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[ as follows:

1. increased substitution of capital for labor;

2. increased capacity in terminal and enroute airspace; and

[V 3. impacts due to the operation of the technology.

The three industries considered in this study and the measures

of product are as follows:

Three Components of the Airspace System Measures of Product
(Industry)

Terminal Areas Annual Aircraft
Operations

Enroute Centers Aircraft Handled
. Flight Service Stations Contacts

The effects of new technology can be estimated using the pro-

duction function construct. The production function estimates the

relationship among industry product and the factors of production.

[ Estimates of the present production function coefficients are obtained

from existing agency data and are then modified based on the estimated

I change in the efficiency of the technology. The new technology pro-

duction function coefficients can then be employed to estimate the

shifts in labor or capital attendant to the new technology. Major

.[ impacts of communications technology can be measured in terms of

personnel or capital requirements. The Tinbergen formulation of

the Cobb-Douglas production function was used to estimate the magnitude

of such impacts. The data for estimating industry capital and labor

, requirements exist in the form of forecast variables under each

I scenario. The Tinbergen model is as follows:
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I
Q=AK L eyt

where!'

r Q = product
K = capital
L = labor
t = time
A, a, a, y are empirically determined coefficients.

L The two major components of the airspace system are:

1. terminal areas (used by general aviation, air taxis,
commuters and corporate aircraft, as well as air carriers.)

F 2. enroute airspace (used predominantly by air carriers,
commuters and corporate aircraft).

Separate production functions are estimated for each component

L. of the airspace system. Also, two sets of production functions must

S[ be examined for eacn portion of airspace: system users and providers

of service.

The user production function in the terminal area is:

STOPS = A(TCAP) (TPLT)a eyt

where,

.TOPS = Total Operations = Local Operations + Itinerant Operations;

TCAP = Active general aviation fleet and air carrier fleet capital;

TPLT = Total pilots active in the terminal area.

The agency production function in the terminal area is:

TOPS = A (CTERM)' (TERM) eYt.

[ where,

TOPS = Total Operations = Local Operations + Itinerant Operations

CTERM = Capital = the consumed value of agency communication

Ifacilities in the area.
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TERM = Labor = the array of government personnel, primarily
controllers, necessary to manage TOPS.

The user production function for enroute airspace is:

AIRHAND = A(TACAP (TRANP eY t .

[ where,

AIRHAND = aircraft handled

TACAP = aircarriers fleet capital

ITRANP = number of transport pilots

The agency production function for enroute airspace is:

I AIHHAND = A(CCENT)a  (CENT)8 eYt

S where,

AIRHAND = aircraft handled

CCENT = agency capital = the consumed quantity of technology
necessary to service AIRHAND

CENT = agency labor = the number of agency personnel necessary
to perform center functions.

The basic assumption concerning ATC facilities and equipment

under the stagflation scenario is that no radical new technology

is introduced. Conventional technologies and their improvements
I L will determine the shape of the ATC system during the forecast

period (1980-2020) and the growth in the replacement values of ATC

*-I. facilities and equipment will slow down in relation to growth in GNP.

Under these assumptions, capital consumption has been projected to

grow in the stagflation scenario from $275.1 million in 1980 to

$1329.0 million in 2020. The increase represents an annual compound

I growth rate of 4%.
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rCapital growth for the stagflation scenario has been projected
for the peried 1980 to 1990 by estimating, first, additions to

terminal facilities to match demands upon airport capacity and,

second, improvements in facilities and equipment throughout the ATC

system.r
The FAA has forecast the number of airports that will exceed

r their operating capacity over the next decade and these forecasts

form the basis of the additions to terminal capacity from 1980 to

[ 1990. Increases in terminal area facilities will be accompanied by

[ increases at enroute centers and flight service stations to provide

for larger volumes of traffic. For example, from 1975 to 1979, en

[ route center facilities and equipment replacement values increased

on average at 89% of the rate of growth of capital in the terminal

areas. Growth in flight service station facilities and equipment

replacement costs were 221% of the growth of terminal area capital

investments for the same years. Therefore, it has been assumed

I. that each 1% increase in growth of terminal area capital from 1980

* L to 1990 will be accompanied by a 0.89% increase in enroute center

facility and equipment investments and by a 2.21% increase in the

F facility and equipment costs of flight service stations. These

additions are assumed to be in the form of conventional technology

L such as is represented in the facility and equipment replacement

I cost estimates for 1975 and 1979.

I
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I The FAA is currently considering a range of possible improve-

ments to facilities and equipment in the air traffic control system.

I The facilities and equipment required for terminal area improvements

r are assigned a replacement cost of $1.1 billion for purposes of the

stagflation scenario capital projections. Facilities, and equipment

for enroute center improvements have been assigned a replacementI
cost of $448 million for the purposes of the stagflation capital

I projections. Improvements assumed for flight service stations

[ total $541 million over the 1980's.

Bevond 1990, no comprehensive description of the FAA's capital

programs has been discovered. Therefore, capital projections were

based on assumptions about the rate of growth of total capital invest-

ment. Annual growth rates in facilities and equipment replacement

I costs from 1970 to 1980 have been fitted to a linear model, using

time as the independent variable. The trend has been extrapolated

through forecast period (1980-2020) and the annual growth rate at

the mid-point of each decade was adopted as representative of the

growth in ATC facilities and equipment investment during that decade.

The annual growth rates in total ATC facilities and equipment

for the stagflation scenario, are as follows:

DECADE ANNUAL RATE OF INCREASE

1990-2000 1.04932
2000-2010 1.03279
2010-2020 1.01627

I
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[ ~ The growth rates beyond 1990 for facilities and equipment in the
a

terminal areas, the enroute centers, and the flight service stations

have been assumed to bear the same relation to each other as they

- r did in the period 1975 through 1979. That is, each percentage

increase in terminal area facility and equipment replacement costs

r has been accompanied by a 0.89% increase in enroute center facility

I and equipment costs, and a 2.21% increase in flight service station

I facility a&ld equipment costs.

* 1 The capital projections for both the balanced growth scenario

and the rapid growth scenario differ from those of the stagflation

scenario in two respects: (1) the balanced growth and rapid growth

scenarios assume that a satellite-aided communication system will

replace conventional navigation and communication technologies;

1 (2) total investments in ATC facilities and equipment grows faster

in the balanced growth scenarios than in the stagflation scenario.

i For the balanced growth scenario it is assumed that conventional

technologies are employed to the year 2000. The gradual replacement
I

( of conventional communication and navigatonal equipment with a

satellite-aided system will occur from 2000-2010. By 2010 the

. replacement will be complete. The rate of capital consumption for

the satellite-based technologies is more rapid than for conventional

technologies.

i [ Capital cost projections for the rapid growth scenario adopt

( the methods employed in the balanced growth scenario with two
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modifications. (1) It has been assumed that the satellite-based

communicatiorr and navigation system will replace conventional tech-

nology at a very early point in the rapid growth scenario. The

r satellite system is assumed to be fully implemented by the 2000.

(2) The replacement costs of the ATC facilities and equipment will

increase at a compound annual rate of approximately 109.3%. This

rate is the product of the average compound increase in GNP assumed

for the rapid growth scenario and the historical relationship of

increases in F & E replacement costs to increase in GNP between

1972 and 1979.I.
For both the balanced growth scenario and the rapid growth

I scenario, growth rates for the terminal areas, en route centers and

flight service stations are assumed to bear the same relationship

to each other as they did in the stagflation scenario. That is,

for each 1% increase in terminal area replacement costs, there is

an increase of 0.89% in enroute center replacement costs and 2.21%

for the flight service stations.

L The primary impact of automation on labor is to add or delete

personnel. Based on the FAA forecast and staff level projections,

I. it has been concluded that the staff magnitude will increase with

L more aviation activity. Technological change will cause the center

staff levels to grow at a slower rate than terminal staff. This is

only so, however, if new technology is substituted for extant

technology on a continuing basis. If the extant technology is
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C r replaced with the same genre of equipment, one would expect labor

utilization to be less efficient. Inefficient labor utilization

[ would result in a staff growth rate proportional to activity levels.

In the stagflation scenario it is assumed that the agency

capital to 2020 is based on extant technology. Therefore, wnile

the level of capital may increase, such increase will be proportional

[ to activity levels. It is anticipated that the number of terminal

staff will increase from 15,540 to 17,696 in 2020 or 13.9%. The

center workforce is expected to increase from 14,370 in 1990 to

21,924 in 2020, or 52.6%.

Under the balanced growth scenario, it is expected that terminal

staff will increase with activity and center staff will decline.

I. Centers will be more automated than terminals. The terminal staff

is expected to increase from 17,062 in 1990 to 25,131 in 2020, or by

1 47.3%. Owing to automation the center staff is expected to decrease

from 13,434 in 1990 to 4,071 in 2020 or by 69.7%.

Under the rapid growth scenario, terminal staff is expected to

1. increase to accomodate growth and center staff is expected to

j decrease due to automation. It is anticipated that terminal staff

will grow from 21,636 in 1990 to 31,147 in 2020 or 44.0% and center

staff will diminish from 10,983 in 1990 to 2,172 in 2020 or 80.2%.

SI If stagflation investment occurs with balanced growth activity,

then the terminal staff will increase from 19,512 in 1990 to 56,812

I
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( j in 2020 or 191% and the center staff will increase from 18,812 in

1990 to 67,936 in 2020 or 261%. If the stagflation investmentr
*occurs with rapid growth activity, then the terminal staff will

L increase from 33,522 in 1990 to 138,112 in 2020 or 312% and the

center staff will increase from 34,737 in 1990 to 245,218 in 2020

E or 606%.

rq If balanced growth technology is in place and stagflation

activity levels occur, the number of terminal staff will decrease

[i from 13,503 in 1990 to 7,575 in 2020 or a decrease of 43.9%, and

[ the number of center staff will decrease from 10,059 in 1990 to

1,200 in 2020, a change of 88.1%. If rapid growth scenario activity

[ prevails, then the number of terminal staff will increase from

29,765 in 1990 to 62,647 in 2020, an increase of 110%, and center

i. staff will decline from 25,981 in 1990 to 16,161 in 2020, a change

I of 37.8%.

If rapid growth technology is adopted and stagflation activity

levels prevail, then terminal staff will decrease from 9,592 in

[ 1990 to 3,541 in 2020, a change of 63.0%, and center staff levels

will decrease from 3,945 in 1990 to 132 in 2020, a coange of 96.7%.

I If balanced growth activity prevails in conjunction with rapid

growth technology, then the terminal staff will decrease from 12,203

in 1990 to 12,166 in 2020, a change of 0.3%, and center staff levels

I I will decline from 5,392 in 1990 to 490 in 2020, a change of 90.9%.

I
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c [ If stagflation technology and capital exists, then flight

[ service personnel will increase from 4,714 in 1992 to 22,698 in

2020, an increase of 382%. If balanced growth activity occurs in

E conjunction with balanced growth technology, the number of flight

service staff will decrease from 4,191 in 1992 to less than 100 in

2020. If rapid growth activity and technology previal, then the

workforce is expected to increase from 1,690 in 1992 to 3,800 in

1996 and then decrease to 109 by 2020. If balanced growth technology

is used with stagflation activity, the flight service station will
I

be fully automated by 2003. If rapid growth technology is fully

L employed with either balanced growth or stagflation activity, the

L flight service stations could be fully automated by 1992.

The general trends in staff estimate data for congruent condi-

1 tions are as follows:

[ (1) a general increase over time in the number of terminal staff

for congruent conditions. The increase can be attributed to

widespread growth and use.

(2) a general increase in center staff for stagflation, owing to

the relative inefficiency of the extant technology and a decline in

[ the center staff for balanced and rapid growth scenarios.

L t The terminal staff estimates of congruent conditions suggest

that the extant technology is as efficient as the new technology

until 2012. The optimum efficiency of the balanced growth and

rapid growth technology does not occur until 2020. The stagflation

I scenario operations increase 11%, balanced growth 36%, and rapid
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growth 48% between 2000 and 2020. Thus, the efficiency of tne stag-
a[ flation technology obtains only for low growth rates in operations.

The relative inefficiency of new technology in terminal areas is

due to the inherent constraints of airports. Excess or increased

traffic can be accommodated by other airports in the terminal area.

The center staff estimates of congruent conditions indicate

that the stagflation technology is inefficient when compared to the

balanced growth and rapid growth technology. The operations measures

* for stagflation, balanced growth and rapid growth in 2000 are 2,714,

1 4,427 and 8,039 respectively. In 2020, the operations measures for

stagflation, balanced growth, and rapid growth are 2,207, 16,681 and

S 49,938. In other words, in 2000, balanced growth operations are

-I 63% greater than stagflation, and rapid growth operations are 196%

greater than stagflation. In 2020, balanced growth operations are

I! 655% greater than staflation and rapid growth operations are 2,160%

greater than stagflation.

The purpose of the non-congruent level estimates is to examine

the marginal changes in staff for fixed capital investment of one

I . sort and variations in activity levels.

0 -If balanced growth activity occurs using stagflation capital

I the relative productivity declines. The operations per terminal

staff decrease from 6,023 to 3,489 in 2000, from 6,382 to 2,652 in

2010, and from 6,270 to 1,953 in 2020. Center productivity decreases

from 2,714 to 1,484 in 2000, from 2,369 to 956 in 2010, and from
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S 2,209 to 717 in 2020. If rapid growth activity occurs, then ter-

E minal productivity also deteriorates from 6,023 to 1,802 in 2000,

from 6,382 to 1,240 in 2010 and from 6,270 to 803 in 2020. Center

r productivity deteriorates from 2,714 to 669 in 2000, from 2,369 to

347 in 2010, and from 2,209 to 198 in 2020. It can be concluded

[that continued investment in extant technology will not effectively

I accommodate reasonable growth in aviation activity. As such, the

Fcapital investment strategy for stagflation should not be pursued

[- beyond 1990.

[If balanced growth technology is in use and stagflation acti-

vity occurs, then the terminal productivity will increase from

S 5,295 to 9,283 in 2000, from 5,524 to 13,623 in 2010, and from

6,564 to 21,776 in 2020. Center productivity will increase from

4,427 to 8,469 in 2000, from 8,165 to 21,646 in 2010, and from

r 16,681 to 56,218 in 2020. If rapid growth activity occurs with

balanced growth technology, then terminal productivity will decrease

S from 5,295 to 2,685 in 2000, from 5,524 to 2,528 in 2010, and from

6,564 to 2,640 in 2020. Center productivity will diminish fromI.
4,427 to 1,883 in 2000, from 8,165 to 2,754 in 2010, and from

S! 16,681 to 4,202 in 2020.

Rapid growth technology will be the most efficient with respect

to other scenario activity. In other words, rapid growth technology

J employed in conjunction with stagflation or balanced growth activity

will increase system productivity. If stagflation activity occurs

I with rapid growth technology, then terminal productivity increases
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( [ from 5,476 to 19,631 in 2000, from 6,048 to 34,237 in 2010, and

r from 7,149 to 62,888 in 2020. Center productivity increases from

8,039 to 40,779 in 2000, from 19,170 to 177,792 in 2010, and from

[ 49,938 to 821,606 in 2020. If balanced growth activity occurs with

rapid growth technology, then terminal staff increases from 5,476

to 11,017 in 2000, from 6,048 to 13,521 in 2010, and from 7,149 to

18,304 in 2020. Center productivity increases from 8,039 to 20,238

in 2000, from 19,170 to 62,006 in 2010, and from 49,938 to 221,330

[ in 2020.

L It is anticipated that both terminal and enroute activity

will increase under the three socioeconomic scenarios. It is,

I. therefore, reasonable to assume that the message load will increase

with shifts in activity level. The differences among scenarios

I" will be the communication magnitude, as well as the extent to which

I messages are automated.

I In the stagflation scenario, the communications load in terminal

areas will change as follows between 1992 and 2020. Total messages

f will increase by 119 million; advisory communications will increase

by 7 million; vector communications will increase by 14 million,

I altitude instructions will increase by 33 million; speed control

i instructions will increase by 4 million; miscellaneous communi-

cations will increase ny 33 million; beacon assignment communications

I will increase by 7 million; and radar contact communications are

expected to increase by 9 million. Opanges for enroute centerI
ACUMENICS
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[ areas in the stagflation scenario between 1992 and 2020 are as

follows. Totil messages are expected to increase by 56 million

which includes a 3 million increase in advisory communications; a

9 million increase in vector communications; a 14 million increase

in altitude instructions; a 9 million increase in speed control

[instructions; a 4 million increase in miscellaneous communications;
a 9 million increase in beacon assignment communications; and a 9

million increase in radar contact communications.

.Changes in the communications load for terminal areas in the

[ balanced growth scenario between 1992 and 2020 will be as follows.

Total messages are projected to increase by 382 million. This will

I [ include a 21 million increase in advisory communications; a 78 million

increase in vector communications; a 109 million increase in altitude

I instructions; a 12 million increase in speed control instructions,

a 107 million increase in miscellaneous communications; a 21 million

increase in beacon assignment communications; and a 27 million

increase in radar contact communications. For enroute center

areas in the balanced growth scenario total messages are expected

to increase by 164 million between 1992 and 2020. Advisory communi-

j cations will increase by 9 million; vector communications will

increase by 25 million; altitude instructions will increase by 43

million; speed control instructions will increase by 25 million;

miscellaneous communicati'.is will increase by 12 million; beacon

assignment communications will increase by 25 million; and radar

contact communications will increase by 25 million.
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Total messages are projected to increase by 598 million between

1992 and 2020 for terminal areas in the rapid growth scenario.

Advisory communications will increase by 32 million; vector communi-

cations will increase by 121 million; altitude instructions will

increase by 170 million; speed control instruction will increase

by 18 million; miscellaneous communications will increase by 167

million; beacon assignment communications will increase by 32

million; and radar contact communications will increase by 43

million. For en route center areas in the rapid growth scenario

total messages are expected to increase by 327 million between 1992

[. and 2020. This increase includes a 16 million increase in advisory

[ communications; a 51 million increase in vector instructions; an 84

million increase in altitude instructions; a 51 million increase in

speed control instructions; a 23 million increase in miscellaneous

communications; a 51 million increase in beacon assignment communi-

cations; and a 51 million increase in radar contact communications.

I
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